Sent online to the CIA, Monday Sep 13, 2021 2:20 pm
TO THE DIRECTOR, CIA:
TO THE DIRECTOR, ALL BLACK OPERATIONS, CIA:
I am writing to demand that you immediately stop your assaults on my body with microwave pulse
weapons, millimeter wave weapons, scalar technology, quantum tunnelling technology, rfid technology,
and other exotic tech being used to assault me night and day, in my home, in America, from the
direction of neighbors' houses, parked cars, cell antennas, rooftop antennas, and in-neighborhood
microwave emitters. As a writer and journalist I have been reporting on this technology--with
documented evidence and whistleblower testimonial--for 8 years now; I am being assaulted with this
tech currently to extreme effect, assaulting my writing arm. I am demanding that you stop these
outrageous Torture and Battery hits on my writing arm--in retaliation for my work in informing the
public of CIA-DOD-FBI crimes and the truth about the toxins in vaccines?--and I assure you I will
further publicize these extreme attacks, done in stealth which can be laid only at your door and at the
door of the DOD. If other parties are engaging in these assaults, kindly root them out. These attacks
MUST be stopped immediately. I am a free and living American with a live-life-claim, living on the
land in America in keeping with all law on the land--common law and natural law, a law-abiding and
non-criminal American I should add--with no criminal record whatsoever in any jurisdiction, past or
present--I am not subject to the fraud of maritime law, and the CIA has no right whatsoever to be
mauling me with stealth weapons. This is criminal in the extreme on your part: by your own laws and
statutes, there is no permission that you have ever been given to maul, mutilate, assault, attack, torture,
disfigure, disable, burn, boil, beat, pulse anyone with remote-access electromagnetic and ultrasonic or
infrasonic weapons. Assault and Battery is Assault and Battery, by whatever means. Running these
attacks in stealth, as a classified operation, does not take away from the fact that you are committing
massive crime in doing so. I reiterate, the incredible and extreme assaults on my arm (which have now
massively damaged my arm)--as well as all other body parts--need to be stopped immediately.
:~Ramola-grace/Ramola D
:~Pine-Haven, 154 Pine St, Quincy, Massachusetts
:~Writer, reporter, educator/everydayconcerned.net
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